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Over the past decade, initiatives around the world have introduced computing into K–12 education under the umbrella of computational thinking. While initial implementations focused on skills and knowledge for college and career readiness, more recent framings include situated computational thinking (identity, participation, creative expression) and critical computational thinking (political and ethical impacts of computing, justice). This expansion reflects a revaluation of what it means for learners to be computationally-literate in the 21st century. We review the current landscape of K–12 computing education, discuss interactions between different framings of computational thinking, and consider how an encompassing framework of computational literacies clarifies the importance of computing for broader K–12 educational priorities as well as key unresolved issues.
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In the January 2013 issue of Educational Researcher, Grover and Pea reviewed the state of computational thinking within K–12 education, noting that it was “an idea whose time had come” (p. 38). Computational thinking—defined by Jeanette Wing (2006) as “involving solving problems, designing systems and understanding human behavior that draws on concepts fundamental to computing” (p. 33)—was described as a key motivator for bringing computer science (CS) back into schools. Computational thinking’s moment most certainly came just a month later when the video “What Most Schools Don’t Teach” (2013) was released on YouTube, informing millions of viewers that today’s children need to learn about CS. A large cast of celebrities, among them Microsoft founder Bill Gates, basketball star Chris Bosch, and rock musician will.i.am promoted the cause. In the video, a quote by the late Steve Jobs, cofounder of Apple, made the connection to computational thinking by demanding that “everybody in this country should learn how to program a computer . . . because it teaches you how to think.” Later that same year the Hour of Code was launched during Computer Science Education Week, giving millions of K–12 students their first taste of programming. Eight years later, over one billion students around the world have participated in this annual event.

These are surprising developments given earlier reports about the dismal state of K–12 CS education, which documented an absence of courses and teachers in schools, and an alarming lack of diversity in the field (Wilson et al., 2010). With CS as an elective not counting toward high school graduation, few students were taking AP courses when they were offered at all (Margolis et al., 2012). Neither teacher preparation programs nor certifications were available, and school districts had no frameworks or standards in place. Fast forward to 2021, the number of students taking AP courses and participating in the exam has significantly increased (though still not reaching participation comparable to other popular AP topics such as statistics), teacher certification standards and programs are being established, and many school districts now count CS courses as graduation requirements. By all measures, this is significant progress even though much work still remains to be done in making CS an integral part of the K–12 education system (e.g., DeLyser et al., 2018).

Indeed, computational thinking has become part of a global effort under which the introduction of CS education in K–12 is promoted under different directives, most prominently to maintain each country’s economic competitiveness (Hsu et al., 2019) but also to develop a new cross-disciplinary literacy: “. . . to reading, writing and arithmetic, we should add computational
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thinking to every child’s analytical ability” (Wing, 2006, p. 33). The latter directive, becoming computationally literate, is not just about learning technical skills such as the pragmatics of reading and writing text (or code) but also about how these skills are recognized and valued within particular personal and political dimensions (Scribner, 1984). Thus adding computational thinking to the canon of language, mathematics, and science literacies (Guzdial, 2019) means expanding beyond narrow framings which emphasize solving problems with computers toward an understanding of the values, biases, and histories embedded in computational technologies and cultures which run on computers. Such an expanded framing of computational thinking will include pragmatic, sociocultural, and political dimensions in order to address critical aspects of inequities caused or exacerbated by the societal impact of computing (e.g., Margolis et al., 2008/2017) and the growing prominence of CS as an academic field.

Incorporating broader definitions of computational thinking into the goals of primary and secondary education requires a clear articulation of what this would look like for the individual and for society. CS education is still an emerging field at the K–12 level, and the diversity of K–12 education, both in terms of who participates and in terms of the priorities and positional- ity of stakeholders, demands careful attention to theoretical framings. We situate current efforts within theoretical educational frameworks that consider learning and teaching. While Grover and Pea (2013) framed computational thinking in mostly cognitive terms, they already anticipated the need for expanded perspectives. We illustrate how these expanded framings can help us understand in which ways computational thinking can become a centerpiece in promoting computational literacies relevant to K–12 education. Like its STEM counterparts mathematics and science, CS education is embarking on an ambitious agenda and needs to consider not just one but multiple visions for K–12 learners (Vogel et al., 2017). In the conclusion, we address critical issues of who and what we have in mind when computational thinking is promoted, and how we can ensure that the purposes of computational literacies include not only an understanding of key ideas and practices but also its socially responsible and critical uses.

**Three Framings of Computational Thinking**

In many of today’s national initiatives, standards, curricula, and courses, computational thinking has been adopted as a general-purpose skill that all students need to learn. Much discussion in CS (e.g., Tedre & Denning, 2016) and K–12 education (e.g., National Research Council, 2010) has focused on whether computational thinking should be defined as a skill for general problem solving or whether it is mostly applicable to problems within CS (Curzon et al., 2019). Others collapse the distinction by proposing to make computing more generally accessible for solving everyday problems. Regardless of how broadly applicable particular skills may be, the goal of competency in solving problems with computers is presented as an uncontroversial good. We argue that not enough attention has been paid to how students’ learning of and with computation is framed through lenses of different learning theories. Any kind of learning is framed through metaphors (Sfard, 1998) each of which carry tacit assumptions and beliefs not only regarding how people learn best but also about the nature of knowledge and its uses. These metaphors guide how we set educational priorities, how we teach, and how we assess learning.

A recent paper presented at the International Computing Research Education Conference (Kafai, Proctor, & Lui, 2019) identified three framings of computational thinking to help organize the theory space of desired outcomes in computational thinking, both within K–12 CS and in K–12 education more broadly. Building on Sfard (1998), the paper distinguished between (1) cognitive framings viewing learning as the acquisition of knowledge and skills and emphasizing preparation for future careers, (2) situated framings viewing learning as identity formation through participation in disciplinary practices and emphasizing creative expression and social engagement in digital media, and (3) critical framings viewing learning as developing an understanding of how realities are shaped and emphasizing strategies for resisting marginalization and oppression.

Articulating these theoretical framings reveals that thinking computationally has a much broader scope than what Grover and Pea (2013) found in their initial review of the state of the field. Studies conducted under a cognitive framing focus on students’ misconceptions about programming concepts, students’ various challenges with debugging computer programs, or students’ attitudes toward programming (Buitrago Flórez et al., 2017). The majority of research investigating students’ computational thinking takes a cognitive stance employing theoretical framings prevalent in the 1980s (Tenenberg & Knobelsdorf, 2014). A large number of related efforts also promote the integration of computational thinking into STEM disciplines (e.g., Weintrop et al., 2016). Many national standards (e.g., K–12 CS Framework, 2016) and curricula such as Code.org’s (2020) “Computer Science Discoveries” have adopted this cognitive framing and mapped out learning progressions and pathways for how students should develop computational thinking, starting as early as kindergarten.

One key limitation of a cognitive framing is that student learning outcomes are seen mostly in individualistic terms, paying little attention to how learning is embedded in social and cultural contexts (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Even when studies include collaborative arrangements such as the popular pair programming, the focus is on coordinating interactions between individual learners (Campe et al., 2020). But in order to address social and cultural contexts in learning and teaching CS, a discipline that historically has marginalized women and students of color (Margolis et al., 2008/2017), there is also need
1998) and see computing as a vehicle for personal expression and connecting with others alongside and intersecting a plurality of other literacy practices. Here applications have focused on connecting the learning of programming with students' prior interests, including music, storytelling, or, most often, video games. Studies have also examined participation in programming communities resulting in tens of thousands of digital artifacts created by children in the Scratch online community, referencing popular commercial game franchises and narratives (Kafai & Burke, 2014). Example curricula include the Creative Computing Curriculum (Brennan et al., 2011) which situates students' introduction to computational thinking through a variety of game design and storytelling activities or Stitching the Loop (Kafai, Fields, et al., 2019) activities that engage high school students in crafting and coding personalized electronic textiles. Efforts in this direction first emerged in community technology centers and online communities but have now also been integrated in formal schooling contexts (see Kafai, Fields, et al., 2019).

A key feature of the situated framing is the recognition of authentic learning practices and the realization that learning means becoming a member of a community of practice with shared goals and values (Sfard, 1998). Learning computational concepts and practices are often contextualized within the design of digital applications shared with authentic audiences in person or over social networks. The situated framing has been adopted and led by sociocultural researchers from the learning sciences with a recognition that inequitable access to opportunities to participate, develop interest, and have one's identities supported are a root cause of the lack of diversity in CS. But truly supporting marginalized students requires helping them understand and contest the forces which exclude them. Some researchers (e.g., Vakil, 2018) argue that situated computational thinking does not go far enough in confronting forces such as racism and sexism.

A critical framing of computational thinking contextualizes cognitive and situated practices within broader cultural formations such as race, gender, class, and language. One mode of criticality, “computing in the world,” focuses on understanding the role of computational infrastructure in society, and particularly its role in reproducing oppression. This includes, for instance, how implicit racial bias is embedded in crime-prediction software used by police, or how mass surveillance and social credit ranking algorithms consolidate state power. The goals are for students to use computing for social good, to analyze computational aspects of social issues, and to commit to future ethical computational practice (e.g., Mozilla’s [2021] Teaching Responsible Computing Playbook). A second mode of criticality focuses on the inverse: “the world in computing.” In this approach, computing is understood as a site of social activity (rather than as a tool for influencing society) where social hierarchies are reproduced in new forms. This approach might focus on sexism in gaming communities and dating apps, or on how computing education and computing careers are themselves sites of racial violence (Rankin et al., 2021). Recent work puts these two approaches in dialogue with one another, showing how critical transformation of computing classrooms allows them to catalyze student activism more broadly (Ryoo et al., 2020).

While some critical computational thinking work smoothly expands the inclusivity of cognitive and situated approaches, critical framings also tend to challenge the assumptions of mainstream approaches. For instance, Williamson (2016) argues that computational thinking is part of an ongoing corporate incursion into public education with the political effect of producing computationally governable citizens willing to accept computational framings of social problems. Through this lens, marginalized populations’ purported lack of interest in computing may also represent a strategy of refusal. Critical approaches to computational thinking have also drawn on critical race theory to sharpen critiques of diversity and inclusion rhetoric which ignores underlying injustices (Scott & White, 2013).

In reevaluating the state of computational thinking, we observe substantial growth in situated framings of computational thinking anticipated by Grover and Pea (2013), as well as growth in critical framings not foreseen by the previous review. Like others (Tenenberg & Knobelldorf, 2014), we find that the cognitive framing of computational thinking has been the dominant and largely unquestioned paradigm in the most recent wave of K–12 CS education initiatives. Rather than considering the different framings in isolation—as we did for analytical purposes in our review—we should begin integrating them to develop a fuller and richer version of computational thinking (Kafai, Proctor, et al., 2019). We are not alone in the quest for an expanded, integrated vision for CS education. Recent calls have emerged to change and broaden its aims “from the computer to programming, algorithms and information, as well as to the organizational, social and cultural environment of computer systems” (Tedre et al., 2018, p. 158). This new and expanded perspective on computational thinking directs our attention to its larger role and purpose within K–12 education, and the question of what we mean by computational literacies.

Moving Toward Computational Literacies

In the previous section, we showed that multiple framings of computational thinking are needed to describe the variety of learning goals included under computational thinking. Rather than overloading the concept of computational thinking with multiple meanings, we join an emerging movement of scholars adopting the framework of computational literacies. Our use of the plural literacies follows the New London Group’s (1996) recognition of multiple literacies, distinguished by different media technologies and different cultural practices. We also draw on literacies as discussed in the learning sciences, with particular attention to how technology shapes cognition and communication. For example, diSessa’s (2001) analysis of computational literacies identified cognitive and social aspects of material intelligence, or thinking “achieved cooperatively with external materials” (p. 5). We would bring together and extend these definitions to include critical perspectives which emphasize the ways reading and writing practices are located within broader power relations and how literacy functions as an instrument of power. Building on work by Barton and Hamilton (1998), Gee (2004), Lee and Garcia (2014), and Jacob and Warschauer (2018), we define computational literacies as a set of practices situated in a sociocultural context which utilize external computational
media to support cognition and communication. Computational literacies encompass phenomena at scales from the individual to the societal, as well as connections between these phenomena and the media which supports and shapes them.

Using the lens of computational literacies clarifies three core questions about the relationship between CS and K–12 education. First is the question of *who*: Who should learn CS? The answer appears straightforward: CS is for everyone. Wing’s (2006) assertion that “everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and use” computational thinking is echoed in the K–12 CS Framework’s argument that CS is “invaluable to all parts of life and important beyond ensuring that we have enough skilled technology workers” (p. 33). While technology careers are one possible endpoint for K–12 CS education, they should not be the only option. Instead we also need to include vocational training, civic engagement, and creative expression as possible options (Tissenbaum et al., 2021). For that reason the far-from-universal rates of CS participation are problematic and inequitable. From the perspective of computational literacies, the cognitive and situated practices which constitute CS are endemic to a particular, highly privileged community. These practices have been phenomenally successful, but it does not necessarily follow that the same practices will serve other communities, with their own goals, in the same way. Does “CS for all” imply that everybody ought to change to accommodate CS, or that CS ought to change to accommodate everybody? In our view, there are parallels to the claim that “Standard English is for everyone,” both in terms of why the claim is problematic and how we might productively advance a discussion of educational priorities.

Paradigms such as the “digital divide” position nondominant youth in particular as either being literate or illiterate in the use of digital tools. The technology industry has perpetuated views organized around the “haves and have nots”—with “access” as a proxy for a “culture of poverty.” This has spawned new media and digital literacy initiatives (e.g., coding academies) that have shaped the role of emergent digital technologies in youths’ learning both in and out of school (Nasir & Vakil, 2017). Such initiatives are organized around a form of technological determinism that delimits the possibilities of tools and relies on practices that often conflict with youths’ personal, sociocultural learning interests, as well as with their innovative, ingenuous (McDermott & Raley, 2011), and sometimes subversive uses of technologies. Thus, we are interested in how youth from nondominant communities employ digital tools to navigate these tensions and to develop agentic practices that in turn signify historical action.

Second is the question of *what*. Grover and Pea (2013) noted the unresolved definitional quandaries that have plagued computational thinking since its inception. While debate over the definition of computational thinking remains alive and well, major stakeholders have made a strategic priority of settling on a single definition which can be the basis of standards for curriculum and teacher certification (Barr & Stephenson, 2011). This work culminated in the K–12 CS Framework (2016), a consensus document which aims to align standards and curricula while sidestepping some of the core definitional questions about computational thinking.

At first sight, a universal, unambiguous definition of an academic discipline seems a laudable objective, mirroring what other STEM disciplines promote in their frameworks and standards for K–12 education. However, defining literacies means defining who is literate and which practices (always bound up in cultures, places, and identities) are legitimate. Such definitions could be helpful in constructing pathways to educational opportunity, but they could also contribute to blaming victims for their own marginalization. In our view, the question of what to teach in K–12 CS need not have a single answer, but could instead have many answers grounded in the computational literacy practices of diverse communities and cultures.

Finally, computational literacies can help clarify a third question of *how*: How should we teach computational thinking? Should it be taught as a stand-alone topic or integrated within other K–12 classes? Despite considerable evidence that learning computational thinking does little for students’ general problem-solving abilities, we noted above that decontextualized curriculum and assessments dominate current K–12 CS education initiatives. These approaches suggest the priority is scalability and evaluation, with the assumption that once students have been taught the foundational skills and knowledge, they will naturally put them to use in critical and responsible ways. However, this approach risks a one-directional integration of computational thinking into existing literacies: tailoring instruction to make it relevant to diverse cultures and identities (as suggested by the metaphor of a “leaky pipeline” of STEM education) without also locating educational goals in those cultures and identities, and then asking how (or if) computation might contribute. The latter approach implies a collaborative process of deciding what matters and developing assessments aligned with these values and understandings. The “Who,” “What,” and “How” of CS education are challenging questions to address. The introduction of computational literacies allows us to draw on the rich traditions of new literacies and critical literacies scholarship while also posing significant challenges in development of assessments. This essential work is required for any expansion into K–12 education.

**Priorities for K–12 Inquiries**

Grover and Pea (2013) concluded their review of computational thinking by calling for consideration of broader theoretical perspectives and for research on K–12 CS implementations. The intervening years have resulted in substantial research along these lines, much of which contributed to the fragmentation of computational thinking into cognitive, situated, and critical framings (see Kafai, Proctor, & Lui, 2019). In its initial conception, learning computational thinking was aimed at facilitating interactions with emerging digital technologies, mostly present at the workplace. Today, these digital technologies are embedded in every aspect of our professional, public, and private lives; their importance demands a broader conceptualization of computational thinking into literacies. For this reason, we highlighted several critical issues facing K–12 CS resulting in a move toward literacies spanning multiple scales. We close by suggesting further areas of needed research and development.

We call for more research in understanding of how K–12 students engage with various computational concepts and practices and possible trajectories of how they deepen their understanding, keeping in mind alternate endpoints of what it means to be
computationally literate. Such investigations should focus not just on the pathways and challenges in developing students’ computational skills and concepts (as the current K–12 CS Framework does) but also be inclusive of students’ identities and their respective communities. The identities and communities to which such learning might be relevant and the ends to which learning might be put must be constantly in view. A computational literacies perspective would cast a much wider net in how we come to understand K–12 students’ learning and participation.

We also call for the development of transformative pedagogies to address political and ethical implications in teaching CS, as well as the inadequacy of simply adding an ethics module to the curriculum. Instead, we need to investigate how pedagogy can be suffused with a critical ethos even when teaching specific technical content. Moreover, we need to better understand the obstacles known to interfere with introducing socially responsible applications or widespread interest and access. Here a focus on computational literacies is useful for framing the multiple, simultaneous aims of pedagogy. Computational literacies recognize the positionality of computational practices, offering tools for critical action and recognizing the role of myriad identities and cultures in developing a rich diversity of computational practice.

Accompanying these calls is a necessity to make headway in assessing computational literacies at different scales. While schools are accountable for individual student outcomes, they also need to ensure that the kinds of outcomes they measure and how they measure them are aligned with the cultures and communities they serve. Rather than positioning the cultures and political priorities of a school’s community as external to learning or as resources to be appropriated to catalyze learning, a computational literacies approach recognizes a school community as stakeholders in shaping what it means to practice CS at that school. In practice, equitably including stakeholders in defining and designing CS requires sustained outreach (Proctor et al., 2019), but we imagine many articulations of CS flourishing at different schools, each reflecting the voices of its community.

Finally, we need to tackle the key challenge of including computing education in teacher education programs (DeLyser et al., 2018) as part of the larger education system. Current efforts have focused on getting new teachers into CS or integrating computing within STEM topics. While each of these efforts is important, we need to develop a better understanding of what content knowledge and skills K–12 teachers actually need to have, what equitable teaching practices look, and how teachers can address critical dimensions of CS. We know that in addition to deepening teachers’ pedagogical practices and content knowledge, continued professional development will be instrumental for retaining them in the teaching profession (Ingersoll & Smith, 2003).

In directing our attention to the multiple scales at which computing shapes our world, computational literacies set the bar high for the responsibilities of education researchers, practitioners, and designers. If K–12 CS education is to reach its potential for individual opportunity and social transformation, the broad goals articulated by computational literacies must be followed by implementations and assessments which recognize its complexities. It is our hope that reorienting computational thinking around computational literacies is a step toward clarifying what it would mean to realize the potential and necessity of K–12 CS education in full.
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